
Term Two Exam Essay Topics to prepare for before in-class written challenge 

 

Overview: In meeting the challenges of history essays, preparation is a fundamental necessity. Therefore, in this   

                  your first essay of this year, the essay questions will be provided ahead of time! 

 

Challenge:

Three essay topics are listed below and on the essay writing day TBA one of the three essay topics will be 

pulled out of a top hat (very classy!) and that question will be eliminated leaving two possible essay topics 

available for selection upon which you will select one essay topic and answer that essay question on the paper 

provided in class using a blue or black pen. 

 

Preparation: 

  You are advised to prepare at least two outlines based upon these essay questions. 

  You may not bring any paperwork to the exam, thus you need to prepare your outline well ahead of time and  

    know it thoroughly. 

 A strong introduction sets up a good essay. When planning your outline, also practice your introduction. 

Focus on providing: 

    a) a setting for the topic 

    b) a clear decisively stated thesis statement 

    c) three supporting topics/areas of discussion which provide a type of “road map” for the progression of the  

        essay and the development of the thesis initiated in the thesis statement.  

 

Essay Writing Support: Check out the Social Studies Website and specifically the History 12 links for lots of 

instructional advice on how to write essays http://lordbyng.net/socials/ and if we run out of class time to 

prepare for essay writing, you will need to attend one of the two after-school tutorials that will be offered, time 

of tutorials TBA. 

 

Three Essay Questions 

 

 Two of these three essay topics will be on the Term 2 in-class essay assessment. Just prior to the 

start of the assessment, one question will be randomly selected and that one will be withdrawn!) 

 

Essay Question #1 

The role of the great leader was paramount in the establishment and consolidation of governments 

during the time period from 1917 to 1950. 

 Evaluate this statement using examples from the time period. 

 

Essay Question #2 

To what extent did non-democratic states have more influence than democratic states on the major 

events from 1917 to 1950? 

 Use examples from throughout the period 1917 to 1950 in responding to this question. 

                                                                                   

             Essay Question #3 

 

The U.S.A. has sought to make the world safe for itself, not “to make the world safe 

for democracy”. 

 Evaluate this statement using examples of the time period from 1917 to 1950. 

 

Essay Write Due Date: see online calendar  Essay Value:  /20 = 15% of Term 2 mark! 

http://lordbyng.net/socials/

